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This project explored using human-centered design methods 
how can we change the way healthcare delivers information 
to people about their health so that they feel empowered and 
educated about their health. It also investigates how to create a 
space that allows for reflection about own health without falling 
into worry and unnecessary stress. 

Primar focus on the project was to investigate the end-user side 
and explore what value drawn from the medical records can be 
provided for people using healthcare. For this reason, empower-
ment in the healthcare context became the aim and important as-
pect of this project. Based on the research a set of empowerment 
guidelines was created that helped navigating design processes 
and decisions. 

The result is a design proposal - Health sphere - platform in a 
form of an app provided by the healthcare system, that gives an 
overview of current health status and communicates healthcare 
records in a way that empowers people by using progressive 
disclosure that gives the user the choice on how much they 
would like to learn. It also helps to organize and keep all medical 
records in one place and helps to understand their content with 
visuals and smart definitions of medical language. 

Abstract
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BACKGROUND

Context

Health is something we all relate to in one way or 
another. It is also something we have to take care 
of and manage. Throughout our life we depending 
on the status of our health we use healthcare with 
different intensity. Every doctor visit, blood test, X-ray, 
checkup creates data that then is communicated to 
us in a form of medical records. Those records are in-
formation about our current state of health and proof 
of our condition. Unfortunately, although medicine 
evolves and tools used by it are getting more and 
more advanced the way healthcare communicates 
with people and delivers the information that medical 
record consists of is far from modern or human-cen-
tered. Medical records were born out of the necessity 
of doctors to be able to keep track and ensure con-
tinuity of treatment so their form is guided towards 
doctors, not people’s needs. Currently, people gain 
more and more access to their records and can access 
information that was created for internal healthcare 
needs and not them. My project’s intent is to take 
a closer look at what value “medical record” can 
provide to the patient and in what way this touchpoint 
between a person and a healthcare system can be 
used to empower people in their interaction with the 
system and learning about their health. 

History of medical records 

The beginning of the medical records can be dated 
to ancient times. Already back there the state of the 
patient and the procedure undertaken were written 
down for educational purposes. In ancient Greece 
noted down were also advises for patients and 
stories of notable diseases. Scientific revolution and 
growth in interest around the natural world and the 
way it works and is constructed revived the practice 
of medical records first in the 14th than in the 16th 
century. But still a doctor keeping a record of pa-
tients cases was an exception and there are not many 
historical medical records that survived. Until 1900 
there were no standards around medical records. 
In the 19th century, we observed emerging public 
hospitals and significant growth of medical knowl-
edge. Those forces were driving the development of 
medical records. But it was first with the appearance 
of computers that brought the ability to standardize 
what information medical records consisted of. Back 
then medical records were not only a way to keep 
track of the patient’s history but also an important 
legal tool. With the growth of medicine also there 
was a certain amount of mistakes happening and the 
medical record was proof of correct treatment. It also 
served to warrant the bill sent to the insurer as well as 
to determine the patient’s rates and denials. Those 
purposes though didn’t originate from the care about 
patients’ wellbeing but from a legal purpose. We 
also can not mention the significant role that medi-
cal records played in research where they allowed to 

study diseases and the effectiveness of treatments 
that helped to advance the medical field. With the 
computerization in 90’s the idea of digitalizing the 
medical records and enable them to be freely shared 
across different institutions was introduced in many 
countries. Although digitalization already left its 
footprint in many fields healthcare providers and in-
stitutions still are facing challenges of creating digital 
medical records and seamlessly sharing them with all 
stakeholders.

Relevancy of medical records 

As the historical background shows medical records 
are a vital part of the research and information 
that enables us to improve the diagnosis based on 
previous cases as well as learn about new emerging 
threats to our health. But above all, they ensure the 
continuity of patient care. If the patient’s history is 
well recorded any physician can receive a full look 
into how the condition was treated and create a 
recovery plan accordingly. Medical records all also 
legal proof of a condition and treatment that allows 
people to provide a legal document f.ex for the 
insurance company or court. Being a legal document 
that also allows the people to correct the misassump-
tions and help the patient ask better questions while 
interacting with healthcare professionals since they 
give information on what was diagnosed, performed 
and also what is planned. 

Increased access to medical records 

Many countries see the need to improve their health-
care system and innovate it by bringing it into the 
digital age. Before digitalization access to medical 
records was limited and patients had to request a 
copy of the document. Nowadays the documents 
become digital and much easier to transfer and copy. 
This need is though motivated mostly by the will to 
increase efficiency, lower the cost and increase the 
effectiveness of the care. The digitalization of health-
care is one of the goals of the EU and within this pro-
viding access for all EU citizens. A further goal is to 
create a European electronic health record exchange 
format accessible to all EU citizens. This goal aligns 
with more and more demand for cross border health-
care services within the European Union as people 
travel more and more to undergo medical proce-
dures in countries different than their home country. 
In this case, it is crucial that the medical history of the 
patient does not stop at the border but follows him/
her to another country.

Patient empowerment 

Currently, empowerment is a word that comes up 
more and more in different contexts. One of them is 
healthcare. We hear about empowering patients and 
making them a vital part of the treatment. Reading in 7



APPROACH METHODOLOGY

Starting from the end-user 

In the past medical records served the system 
and people working in healthcare, because of 
this reason they remain cryptic for people that 
don’t have any medical training. For this project, I 
wanted to work starting from the end-user (peo-
ple) needs and from there reverse engineer what 
actually could fulfill the role that current medical 
record fails to fulfill - deliver information about the 
current status of health. I also wanted to investi-
gate if there is more potential to this information 
that can in any way benefit people and if so than 
use this hidden potential to bring more value than 
just informing. This kind of approach starts with 
investigating what are people’s needs and what 
information they wish to get and in what way the 
user-centered design looks like the best tool to 
empathize with people’s needs and immerse me 
into the context to then be able to propose an 
alternative concept. 

a document released by the European Commission 
in April 2018 about enabling digital transformation 
in healthcare we learn about three main goals iden-
tified by European commission that can enable this 
transformation and one of them is to create Digital 
tools for citizen empowerment and person-centered 
care. In many research papers, we can read about 
the importance of empowering patients since this 
can contribute to them taking an active role in their 
treatment, managing their health and be able to 
make decisions about their treatment. In the paper 
“The Zest for Patient Empowerment” Rangeel Singh 
Raina and Vijay Thawani highlight the importance for 
patients to be awakened, motivated, educated and 
enlightened to enable them to exercise their rights. 
Empowering patients and making them a vital part of 
the team is a way to ensure that the patient will follow 
the treatment and will also gain more from it. I believe 
that what now is a trend will become a standard in 
care. For this reason, I want my design proposal to 
write itself into this direction of healthcare and use 

Project scope

As seen in the initial research medical records have a strong 
focus on supporting the physician and ensure that the 
systems are working correctly and serve as legal evidence 
in case of mistakes. What medical records are still not 
focusing on is providing value for the patient. Already in the 
initial research, I see the potential of this information to be 
used as a way to increase the awareness and knowledge of 
patients about their health. By learning about our medical 
journey in a meaningful way we may be able to make better 
choices and gain motivation to change our habits. For my 
project, I want to focus on exploring the topic of medical 

Human-centered design 

Since the goal of the project is to provide value for 
the people interacting with healthcare in my project 
I was led by a human-centered design process that 
provided me with tools to immerse myself into the 
situation of a patient and understand the challenges 
that the patient is facing. I started my exploration 
by learning how the system works and who are the 
stakeholders. Through secondary research, I gained 
more knowledge about the current situations and 
trends regarding the accessibility and popularity of 
medical records. By conducting interviews, shadowing 
people and observing I learned in what way and what 
information is part of the medical record. From there I 
interviewed patients to understand how they manage 
their medical records and also learn what challenges 
they face and what they wish medical records would 
provide for them. I also spoke to healthcare profes-
sionals to learn in what way they use medical records 
and how this influences the care that people using 
healthcare are receiving. To open up for new ideas 
I conducted ideation workshops. The result of the 
workshop was refined into a draft direction that was 
evaluated with users in a second workshop. Those 
ideas were further refined into 3 concepts. Using lo-fi 
mockups those ideas were user-tested to gain insights 
and feedback. The first round of testing with other 
designers helped improve the overall logic and flow 
and the second round of testing with users helped 
to evaluate elements of each concept. Further, a final 
proposal was created based on feedback from user 
sessions. The final concept was finalized in the form 
of wireframes and screen mockups supported by the 
user journey to showcase the flow and functionality.

records from the side of healthcare users and work towards 
a concept providing value on the patient side. I believe that 
this approach can surface people’s needs regarding the way 
medical records are accessed, how they look, what informa-
tion they consist of and how this information is visualized.

Project wishes and goals 

I hope that the result will be an inspiration and proof that 
user-centered design is a tool that can be applied to any 
area and help to create a solution that focuses on people 
and their needs. The goal behind this project is improving 
my design process and learning to manage it. I hope to be 
able to try new methods and tools and by working through 
the process refine my skills and grow as a professional. I 
also would like to explore how interaction design can bring 
value to the medical field. As a designer, I believe that we 
should contribute with our talents and through our work 
bring valuable and enjoyable experiences to people’s life. I 
believe medicine is a field that can use our skills to under-
stand patients’ needs and find new ways to fulfill them. I 
wish for this project to become an example of how a solu-
tion can be created in collaboration with users.

Personal motivation 
This project started with my deep belief that design should 
serve people and contribute to a better tomorrow by im-
proving things and systems around us. One of the most im-
portant things is our health because once this lacks we can 
hardly enjoy anything else and healthcare plays an import-
ant role in helping us stay on track and if needed gain our 
health back. This guided me to look for a thesis topic within 
the healthcare sector. As a chronic illness patient myself, I 
experienced all the pinpoints of interacting with medical 
records. This project was inspired by a personal journey 
and frustration as well as stories overheard from friends and 
family that made me realize that I am not alone and others 
also share my experiences.

8 9
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Research strategy 

Since the goal of the project is to provide value for 
the people interacting with healthcare in my project 
I was led by a human-centered design process that 
provided me with tools to immerse myself into the 
situation of a patient and understand the challenges 
that the patient is facing. I started my exploration 
by learning how the system works and who are the 
stakeholders. Through secondary research, I gained 
more knowledge about the current situation and 
trends regarding the accessibility and popularity of 
medical records. By conducting interviews, shadowing 
people and observing I learned in what way and what 
information is part of the medical record. From there I 
interviewed patients to understand how they manage 
their medical records and also learn what challenges 
they face and what they wish medical records would 
provide for them. I also spoke to healthcare profes-
sionals to learn in what way they use medical records 
and how this influences the care that people using 
healthcare are receiving. To open up for new ideas 
I conducted ideation workshops. The result of the 
workshop was refined into a draft direction that was 
evaluated with users in a second workshop. Those 
ideas were further refined into 3 concepts. Using lo-fi 
mockups those ideas were user tested to gain insights 
and feedback. The first round of testing with other 
designers helped improve the overall logic and flow 
and the second round of testing with users helped 
to evaluate elements of each concept. Further, a final 
proposal was created based on feedback from user 
sessions. The final concept was finalized in the form 
of wireframes and screen mockups supported by the 
user journey to showcase the flow and functionality.

RESEARCH

Researching the opposites

In my desktop research, I learned about different 
states that the medical record is developed in differ-
ent countries. While some countries already have a 
central fully digitalized system in place some of them 
are still working on building and implementing it. It 
was possible for me to conduct primary research in 
two countries that are on two different ends - Sweden 
and Poland. Sweden has a central system in place that 
allows for information flow between different institu-
tions within the same region (no cross-region system 
in place yet) it also takes of the burden of taking care 
of collecting and archaizing the records from the 
healthcare users. They can easily access diagnoses, 
prescriptions, discharge from the hospital, etc online 
or using and app and don’t have to interact with the 
documentation too much since any lab results are 
sent directly from the laboratory to the doctor. On the 
other hand, Poland is still working on implementing 
a central system (there are only systems that work 
within specific institutions ex. one specific clinic) and 
the records are still in the transition from paper to 
digital form. In practice, that means that the health-
care users have to take care of the documentation 
whenever they visit a new doctor or even visiting the 
same doctor if f.ex they ran a test in a laboratory that 
is independent of the doctor’s office. I knew that in 
the interviews some challenges will be purely com-
ing from the way the specific system works in one of 
those countries but also knowing this will allow me to 
see which challenges and wishes overlap regarding 
the countries system. I decided to use this contrast as 
a way to surface what challenges and opportunities 
are not system related.

In the design process, the research part 
became a base where I learned about the 
context, limitations, and challenges and 
gathered the information that fed into 
ideation. I used primary and secondary 
research methods to ensure gathering 
qualitative as well as quantitative data. 
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Secondary research 

Desktop research 

I started the research phase by continuing desktop 
research and learning more about the topic of med-
ical records to understand better how they function 
within the system and also how are they used by 
people using healthcare. I was mostly interested in 
exploring the current solutions that exist and function 
to see how currently people can view their medical 
information. I learned about different systems across 
Europe and the differences between them. In many 
countries the information still exists in a paper form 
creating challenges such as archiving and securing 
the information and putting the responsibility on peo-
ple to take care of their medical documentation while 
in other countries the systems can be fully digital and 
synched allowing flow of information between some 
hospitals, labs, doctors offices what than suggest way 
different challenges and takes the burden from the 
patient to maintain and take care of the documenta-
tion. Overall although the systems were very differ-
ent I learned that the digitalization is the goal and a 
probable future that will arrive if it is not implemented 
yet. I learned that the countries that don’t have a 
system and structure for Electronically health records 
are mostly working on setting up a centralized system 
that will collect all the healthcare data for the citizens 
and allow them for access. This discovery scoped my 
project to look more into a future scenario that as-
sumes that the medical data is digital and flow of the 
information is not a challenge anymore and allows me 
to look into what happens when people are granted 
the access to all their medical data instantly and with-
out the trouble of first getting the information.

Existing solutions 

The next part of my desktop research was to learn 
what solutions are already in place and how they 
perform. I looked into apps that help manage med-
ical records and also synch the information from the 
healthcare system. Most of the solutions helping to 
manage the health-records originated in the United 
States where the unified system allows the app to 
retrieve the information from the system. They mostly 
provided the ability to organize the records and keep 
them secure in a digital archive. In Europe, the solu-
tions were coming more from the healthcare side and 
some countries already had existing patient portals 
in place that allowed to view the records ex. Sweden, 
Estonia, Denmark, and some countries were on their 
way towards this like Poland, Germany, and the Neth-
erlands. An alternative to that are portals set up by 
medical companies and institutions but their limita-
tions were that they only gathered data from a spe-
cific place. Although I was not able to review systems 
of all European countries I quickly noticed a pattern 
in how the existing systems looked like and saw that 
they mostly wanted to just provide the access to the 

record used by healthcare system without adjusting it 
to the need and level of knowledge of the person us-
ing the system. I observed that the systems released 
were mostly first versions and the assumption that the 
first goal of the providers was to just achieve a way 
to enable the people to access their data safely. This 
ensured me further on the relevancy of my project 
that could investigate what can be improved once the 
infrastructure is in place and how the medical record 
can transform into a more user-friendly version.

Starting point for primary research

In the initial research while learning about the topic I 
learned the importance of medical records for the sys-
tem and also for the people using the healthcare. In 
the research phase I wanted to investigate further this 
time in more qualitative way learning how people en-
gage with their medical records, what information are 
they getting from it and what are they missing, what 
value does this information bring to them through 
their stories and experiences ? From the beginning 
of the project my focus was on the healthcare users  
side, but I also understood that for my solution to 
work and be able to fit into the system I also have to 
learn about the system side.

14 15



Primary research 

Quantitative research 

I started with a quantitative study that provided me 
with topics and examples that helped me structure 
my quantitative research plan and formulate more 
detailed questions. I created two types of surveys one 
for professionals (doctors, nurses, paramedics, etc. 
) and one for everyone using healthcare to answer 
to be able to gain more insights on both ends be-
fore more qualitative research. They both focused 
on how the medical record is what is the interaction 
with it and what challenges and wishes are expressed 
towards it.  

Survey for healthcare professionals and husers

Survey for professionals 

For the professionals, the survey consisted of 8 
questions that mostly referred to how they use the 
medical record in their practice, how much they rely 
on it and what are the challenges they encounter. The 
survey was distributed on a variety of channels like 
f.ex facebook groups for healthcare professionals in 
Sweden and Poland and also friends working in the 
healthcare sector. The overall survey got 28 answers 
from professionals such: general practitioners, physio-
therapists, an ophthalmologist. The survey confirmed 
that medical records are crucial for doctors’ daily work 
and serve as one of their work tolls that allows them 
to learn about patients’ backgrounds and history. The 
main problem occurring was incomplete history or 
lack of connection between institutions to have the 
information flow. I also learned that doctors equally 
rely on patients’ stories told during the interview. The 
majority of doctors from Sweden work with digital 
records while those from Poland still interact with the 
paper version and rely on patients to provide them 
with it. A very interesting finding was doctors’ atti-
tudes towards patients’ right to access their records. 
While many of them agreed that it is patients right to 
be able to view the majority of their medical records 
also expressed doubt that the patient can learn 

Qualitative research 

For gaining a more in-depth understanding of how 
people interact with their records and how records work 
within the healthcare system I scheduled in-person/
online interviews. I focused on healthcare professionals 
from Sweden and Poland and two groups of healthcare 
users - average people that use healthcare but don’t suf-
fer from any particular condition and also people suffer-
ing from chronic illness as an extreme user reference that 
can inspire me for what the medical record could help 
within an extreme situation. In this part of my research, I 
also wanted to look closer to the topic of empowerment. 
Although I gained a good understanding of healthcare 
goals regarding empowering the patients I wanted to 
learn more from professionals and people how they see 
this topic and what was their experience so far.

Interview setup 

Since discussing health can be a personal and sensitive 
subject I tried to prepare as good as possible for the 
interviews regarding the comfort of my interviewees. I 
wanted to get sure that they are comfortable during our 
conversation and feel comfortable sharing their stories. 
I asked for advice previous graduate that also worked 
on a healthcare topic and with this knowledge in mind I 
drafted some guidelines for myself to keep : 

• Inform people about my project, my motivation, and 
goal behind it

• Make sure to inform them what information and it 
which way will be used 

• Ask if they are comfortable being recorded and ask 
if they wish to see transcript if no ask for permission 
to take notes and also provide the ability to see 
them

• Provide anonymity to all of the participants ( some of 
them requested not mentioning their name, condi-
tion or any detail that could give away their identity 
and although some people were comfortable with 
sharing their name I decided that for such a sensitive 
topic I will anonymize all the data)

• Make sure the interview takes place in a private 
setup where no other people are listening to the 
conversation but also take care that the recordings 
from the interviews and notes remain secure and 
private

• Make sure that interviewees are aware that they do 
not have to answer any uncomfortable question or 
provide with very detailed information if they do not 
wish to share it

The same rules also applied to healthcare professionals. 
Since they shared their personal opinions about patients.
Interview exercises

Interview exercises

The topic of health is sensitive and very personal. Many 
people have a hard time relating to it and talking openly. 
In the first interviews, I encountered this problem and 

also noticed that it was hard for my interviewees to grasp 
their whole health history. For this reason, I decided to 
construct some exercises to help them get into a reflec-
tive mindset and open for the discussion. 

Box with a health history
 
The first exercise was a warmup to set the base and help 
people understand what will be discussed. I showed the 
interviewee a box and told them that this box contains 
“all their medical history “ than I would ask them what 
they think is in this box. This way interviewees were in-
spired to think about what medical records are for them 
in a bit more playful and abstract way. I would also ask 
follow up question “What do you think is missing in this 
box? What would you like to be there? Is there anything 
you would add? “ This question helped interviewees re-
late to what they think would enrich the information that 
healthcare has about them but also give more abstract 
answers relating to what they wish would be embed-
ded in their health history. This exercise got a variety 
of interesting answers ranging from people sure that if 
healthcare has all the information there is nothing that 
should be added to people answering that they would 
add empathy as something that they are lacking in their 
interaction with healthcare. Some just stated what type 
of records are possible to build their health history (ex-
rays, lab results, diagnoses, etc) while other abstracted 
the information and compared it to a written story or a 
video. 

Mapping exercise 

In this exercise, I asked mapped with the interviewee 
her or his whole medical journey from birth till today. We 
focused on trying to put things on a timeline and add 
as many details as possible ( while making sure that they 
know they can skip any uncomfortable for them detail 
or event ). We also tried to think about what traces in 
the form of records and documentation each event left 
and where and in which form the record is now. In these 
exercises, the focus was on reflecting on own health jour-
ney and own attitude towards it. What was interesting 
was that many people found it very interesting to try to 
gather facts together and map things out. Most of them 
remembered more details that they think they would 
and also was surprised about the number of things that 
happened once the map was ready. This exercise also 
helped set the topic before then diving into the ques-
tions.

anything from the documentation as well as fear that 
this accessibility can result in misunderstanding and 
more complaints since the primary role of record is 
to be a working tool for the healthcare professionals. 
This showcased very clearly the need for another for 
“medical record” on patient-facing the end.

Survey for healthcare users

For the healthcare users, the survey consisted of 9 
questions mostly referring to their experience inter-
acting with medical records, their understanding of 
provided in its information, challenges, and wishes 
they have towards it. The survey was distributed using 
social media and it gathered 81 answers from 20 
countries. In this case, it collected also answers from 
outside Europe but it helped to gain an understand-
ing of people’s attitudes towards medical records 
disregarding the system they were in. In the survey, 
people stated that they don’t interact often with their 
medical records unless there is a medical condition 
they are dealing with or they receive information 
from health about f.ex checkup. 15 people answered 
they interact with their records rarely, 10 does it once 
a year, 8 twice a year, 4 when sick and 9 have never 
seen their medical records. Asked a question on how 
they would like to access the majority of their medical 
records (36) would like to access it digitally, 14 would 
like to use a web portal, 6 would like to use a phone 
and 4 would like to use paper. The conclusion was 
that people would like to have it accessible when 
needed without effort and in a secure way. Another in-
teresting finding was that most (13) people would like 
to learn about the future of their health (predictions, 
patterns) from their medical records, The second 
most common answer (10) was the reason for things 
to happen. Only 6 people answered they wouldn’t like 
to learn anything. This survey highlighted how import-
ant is to make it convenient for people to access the 
records and also besides providing historical data to 
help to learn about the future.
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Interviewed groups

For my project I decided to interview three groups: 

- average healthcare users - since they would be my 
primary user and could provide me with the most insights 
on how an average person interacts with medical records 

- chronic illness patients - this group can provide a per-
spective of an extreme user and inspire solutions and 
innovations

- healthcare professionals - medical record exists in an 
ecosystem of healthcare and healthcare professionals are 
the ones to use it to provide care so to be able to provide 
the best possible experience for the people I also decided 
to learn about professionals’ perspective.

Interviews with healthcare users 

For the interviews with healthcare users not suffering 
from any particular condition they have to manage I or-
ganized my questions around 5 big topics that surfaced 
after the survey: awareness of the importance of medical 
records, understanding of information presented in the 
records, accessing the records, managing the records, 
challenges and wishes towards medical records. I drafted 
more in detail questions but mostly wanted to allow 
for the conversation to flow naturally and the points to 
serve as anchors and draft questions only as a reference 
since I was prepared for each person to bring in very 
individual story and approach. I interviewed 12 people  
(10 in person, 2 online ) from both genders, different age 
groups and living in different European countries. This 
way I tried to get as diverse group as possible to get as 
diverse answers as possible

Interviews with chronic illness patients 

For the interviews with people suffering from a 
chronic condition, I tweaked the questions I asked 
healthcare users without a chronic condition. I added 
questions asking how the medical records play a role 
in their treatment and if their approach changed after 
the diagnosis. In this case, I especially make sure that 
the participants are aware of the anonymity of their 
interviews and are comfortable at all the time since 
many of them were suffering from severe chronic 
conditions and the topic could be very sensible. I 
interviewed 12 people ( 6 in person, 6 online ) from 
different European countries. With these interviews, 
I was aiming to learn what role medical records play 
in a more extreme health situation and how people 
using healthcare to a bigger extent relate to their 
medical records.

Records are hard to understand 
because of specific language. 

“I don’t think I would be able 
to understand my records.”

Want to see correlation 
and draw conclusions.

“Since I don’t have chronic illness
I want to know what happens with my body now .”

Many people have never
seen any of their records.

“I don’t think I have ever seen 
any of my records.”

There is lack of knowledge what information 
has to be collected before moving abroad. 

“Noone told me what medical records 
I should take with me when I move..”

Insights from healthcare users

Insights from chronic illness patients

Insights common for both healthcare users 
and chronic illness patients 

Transferring 
records

It is good 
to have overview  

I can’t understand 
the records  

As long as I am ok, 
I don’t care 

Recall and 
follow up

Briefing in 
doctor 

Too little 
information

Patients are confused 
and often wish to have more 
information from physicians.

It is important to be able to 
quickly tell your story. 

Notes in records allow 
to recall what happened

during the visit 

“Sometimes I ask doctor 
to write down 

what we talked about
 and send it to me.”

“This always happens when I am at new doctor.
You have to say I went through this and that. 

I don’t know if they have time 
to look it up.”

“I received a note 
for an appointment 

butit was not explained 
in what reason exactly.”

Accessible 
backup

The worry and 
self diagnosis

It is important to have your records 
safely storage and be able to access 

them anytime. 

Seeing result and not understanding it 
may lead to auto-diagnosis via google 

and cause unnecessary worry. 

“Certain things they can tell from examination.
Others relay on entry in records or patient 

memory.”

“It is important to not get people to 
auto-diagnose but I don’t know how 

to avoid this.”
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Interviews with healthcare professionals 

For the interviews with professionals, I prepared a 
set of questions that were quite detailed because 
many of them could not spend a lot of time for the 
interview. I interviewed 8 healthcare professionals (7 
phone/Skype interviews and 1 in-person interview). I 
build my questions around 5 big topics that emerged 
from the survey: the importance of the records, infor-
mation kept by the records, how medical records are 
managed in healthcare, what wishes and complaints 
doctors have regarding them and how they feel about 
people accessing their records. This way of organiz-
ing the interviews allows me for flexibility while at the 
same time making sure I will ask all questions and also 
keep track of the time.

Insights from healthcare professionals 

Contextual interview with healthcare professionals  
- learning about the system

I also had the opportunity to visit one of the health-
care centers in Umea to interview a general practi-
tioner and learn about the system they use to look 
into the medical records of patients. In this interview I 
learned about the routine of the visit and that some-
times previous research of patients medical history 
is carried out and also had the opportunity to be 
guided through the user interface of the system to 
understand what type of information is saved and 
what information is crucial for the healthcare profes-
sionals. I also learned that the mental health part of 
the records is hidden from the doctors besides the 
therapist. I also learned that the system is not 100% 
reliable and sometimes there is an update or power 
shortage that disables doctors’ use of the system. In 
cases in which the patient visited a health institution 
or practitioner outside of the region, the doctor has 
to request documents to be sent what can take time. 
Also one more time it was highlighted that the story 
told by the patient is equally important to the one 
written down in the records.

Shadowing a healthcare user

Shadowing a person using a Swedish healthcare 
service allowed me further to immerse myself in the 
experience of others and also the distance from my 
own experiences as a healthcare user. I shadowed a 
person (non-Swedish citizen) going for a checkup at a 
local clinic in Umea.

A journey of the checkup : 

• receiving a letter with a time slot proposal  
and the ability to reschedule

• arrive at the clinic
• register at the information desk
• waiting in the waiting room
• meeting the doctor 
• basic interview
• explaining the procedure 
• collecting sample
• explaining how the result will be communicated 
• providing patient with a confirmation  

of collecting sample
• allowing the patient to ask questions 
end of the visit
• 

This experience provided me with the first-hand expe-
rience of visiting a new doctor and a new clinic for an 
appointment. From talking to the person I shadowed 
I learned that not knowing exactly how the procedure 
will look like and also knowing that there is no back-
ground history of the person available to the doctor 
caused a feeling of anxiety.

Doctors worry that if patients 
will be able to access information 

they don’t understand 
they will google and self diagnose 

with wrong assumption. 

“I don’t think people should access f.ex 
their xray without proper knowledge. 
Even though i am a nurse I also don’t 

have sometimes the kneolwdge to 
interpret some tests.”

It is important to have an updat-
ed information about patients 

background and situation. 

“Some information never change in 
the recordssome always do.”

System is not 
100% secure

Medical record 
as a proof

No-one can guarantee 
100% safety of your records. 

Facts and numbers help put the 
conversation with doctors on an-
other level and make them listen. 

“In every system things get over-
looked and not every record is 

perfect.”

“Doctors thought I am seeking atten-
tion. But if I have records I can prove 

that its just reoccurring problem.”

Google,
self diagnosis 

and worry

Importance
ofinformation 

up to date
System 

is flawed

The information does not flow 
betweenall the facilities 

because they might have 
different systems. 

“Sometimes we don’t have power for 
some time and we can’t see anything 

on our computers.  ”
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Researching the topic of empowerment

In the initial research I learned a lot about different 
EU level and also local projects that are supposed 
to promote and support patient empowerment. It 
seems that there is quite a lot of effort going into this 
and also from the interviews with the professionals 
I learned that empowering patients is also a goal in 
their daily work and they try to involve patient in the 
decision making as much a possible. In the research 
I also wanted to be able myself to learn what does it 
mean for the people to be empowered in the contact 
with the healthcare. I incorporated question “what 
does it mean for you to be empowered while using 
healthcare system? “ into my set of questions that 
I asked people using healthcare and also people 
managing a chronic condition. Answers that I received 
showcased a trend that then was translated into a 
set of guiding points. Those points served me as a 
compass for my project to be able to reference if the 
proposal I am working on writes itself into the goal of 
empowerment and can contribute to empowerment 
guidelines provided by European Union or some 
healthcare organisation but real people

Quotes gathered on question : “
 What does it mean for you to be empowered in healthcare context ? “ 

Guidelines were created based on conducted research
and became guiding point for this project. 

EMPOWERMENT GUIDELINES

Healthcare is transforming and we can observe 
that it tries to create more human fiercely expe-
rience and help people feel empowered while 

using healthcare services. I wanted to follow this 
trend also in my thesis and as a high-level goal 
focus on creating a solution that will empower 

people. Empowerment became a guiding point 
for my process and all taken decisions.

EMPOWERMENT  
IN MEDICAL CONTEXT  

Have access 
to my medical data. 

Be informed 
about my health.

Feel like I am 
listened to

and be able to 
argue for my case.

Be able 
to take decisions 

about my treatment.
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Finding focus 

With all the insights gathered I decided to refocus the goal of the project by defining the persona and also 
sketching a user journey while interacting with healthcare and finding all pain points. Persona allowed me to 
see what will be the main user and whose journey will I analyze. The journey itself allowed to think more in 

terms of features and root it in a solid scenario making sure that the design proposal will fit into a user’s life. 

SYNTHESIS

After gathering a lot of different types of 
information in the research part I analyzed 
and synthesized the information to be able 
to conclude. I used gathered stories to cre-
ate parsons and sketch a user journey while 
using the healthcare system and interacting 

with medical records. I used this to be a 
journey to be able to define pain points and 
areas for intervention with my concept. Last-
ly, I defined a potential opportunity area to 

then evaluate them and choose the direction 
for the project.

Personas

User journey 

Fairly healthy 

Low interest in improving and 
knowing more about own health Pr
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Some small health issues

Interested in improving and 
knowing more about own health 

Severe / chronic conditions

Forced to have expert knowledge 
about own health 

 

Easier time understanding 
medical data 

Gain interest in learning
about own health 

User i will focus on 

Use interaction with 
medical records as a way
to learn about own health 

New way of having
an overview of health 
status with less worry 

Using information gathered throughout the research 
I sketched a concept of user journey illustrating inter-
action with healthcare. Since it is something that can 

repeat itself and be followed up I decided to illustrate 
it as a cycle.

Depending on the complexity of issues with which per-
son turns to healthcare the cycle can repeat itself and 
also the time between each cycle (healthcare visit) can 

vary for a healthy person there can be a cycle happening 
once every few years and for a chronic patient, the cycles 

can happen every few days. 25



on researching current solutions it mostly felt that the 
area of technical solutions is currently persuaded and 
there are already origins of projects working on improv-
ing this part. It felt more urgent to focus on helping 
people understand the data and educating them about 
their health and relevancy of the health data by choos-
ing “Getting to know your data and yourself as an area 
to explore further and use as a base for ideation phase. 
Also, I believe that once people will be able to under-
stand the information and will know the importance of it 
it will be easier to involve them in the process and truly 
empower them as active participants. Also from a per-
sonal interest perspective, I wanted to explore how this 
area can be translated into concepts and also in a bigger 
perspective connect with topics such as supporting 
doctor-patient relationships and helping people become 
active participants of their care.

Research synthesis 

After finishing the research activities all the materials 
were gathered and transferred on post-it notes in the 
form of notes and quotes. This helped seeing patterns 
and to cluster the immense amount of information in 
small topics that then also got connected to bigger 
groups.

Those groups were visualized on a map where bigger 
clusters were identified into three potential opportunity 
areas that can be explored in the next phase.

Evaluating opportunity areas

Those three opportunity areas were evaluated using 
evaluation points such as empowerment guidelines 
formed in the research phase based on the interviews 
and desktop research, impact and also feasibility. Based 

Choosen 
opportunity

Design principles 

Opportunity areas 
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After synthesizing the information and choos-
ing the opportunity area focusing on helping 
users understand their medical data and also 
learn about their health I went into ideation 
to through workshops and ideation sessions 

gather ideas to build potential concepts. 

IDEATION 

Finding the focus for the ideation

The starting point of my project was medical record as a 
legal document, proof of condition and a touchpoint be-
tween people and healthcare. With my project progress-
ing and me learning more and more about the topic I re-
alized that a simple redesign is not the direction in which 
my project is leading. Learning about how sceptical are 
professional learning that people will gain more and 
more access to information that is their working tool and 
is mostly adjusted to their needs and hearing frustrated 
voices of people not being able to decipher the infor-

mation provided by healthcare and ending up worrying 
while looking for the answer online made me realize that 
I want to position my project as a proposal of an alterna-
tive to the traditional medical record known so far. I also 
started to recognize that what I will propose will consist 
of two layers - informational and educational to fulfill the 
task of providing the information understandably while 
educating so that the empowerment guidelines are still 
respected. This realization of how my project moved 
from trying to improve the existing document by minor 
changes to try to propose an alternative became a foun-
dation for the planning the ideation phase. 

Workshop I

Realizing that what I will propose will be a new way of 
interacting with health records I decided to start the 
ideation phase by opening up for new ideas. I wanted 
to gain inspiring ideas and directions that maybe are 
not able to be directly implemented but are fresh and 
go beyond what currently is. For this purpose, I invited 
colleagues designers (10) to join an ideation workshop. I 
started with a brief introduction to my topic and explain-
ing how the workshop will be conducted. The workshop 
consisted of two exercises. Redesigning a blood test 
result and also building a machine/tool/object that helps 
to learn about your health.

Task I - redesign a blood test result 

For redesigning an existing blood test result I gave the 
participants print out of an existing blood test result and 
asked them how they would like to receive this informa-
tion and redesign the existing way. I asked them to focus 
on one result - hemoglobin levels in the blood. This 
could give me potential ideas on how to present health 
records in a different way but also on what do people 

look for when interacting with such a piece of informa-
tion. 

 The result was a collection of ideas, mockups, and 
sketches ranging from simply visualizing information with 
more images relating to what the information is about to 
a greeting card style of a folder that presents information 
in a very personalized style.

 

 

Workshop with designers
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Task II - build a machine to teach you about your 
health 

The second part of the workshop was meant to be 
more explorative and push for new ideas. To enable 
this and help to unlock the creativity I provided a 
variety of materials and encouraged the participants 
to build their idea and make it tangible. I also hoped 
that going into building directly will help participants 

to not focus on feasibility but the creative part.

The results were mockups and sketches of objects 
representing different concepts ranging from a radio 
that plays podcast telling you about topics related to 
your health to a scanner that allows you to scan your 
own body to learn about what it consists of and how 
it is built.
 

Creating concepts 
and preparing for workshop II 

During the first workshop, I collected tangible ideas 
on what could be the new form of communicating 
medical data and what aspects are important for 
the people in this communication. The next step 
was about taking those ideas and downsizing them 
towards feasible concepts while trying not to lose the 
richness and potential. I analyzed all the ideas and 
clustered them thematically into 6 concepts.

concept 1
personalized learning

Personalized learning is a direction that is all about 
data that is adjusted to fit each person’s health 
problems and goals. Here represented by a radio that 
plays podcasts about topics regarding your health.

concept 2 
motivational coach 

The motivational coach was represented by a real per-
son that motivates you to care about your health and 
also a concept of diagnosis in a form of audio record-
ings made by a doctor that the person can listen to. 
This concept was all about adding a personal touch 
and interacting with more personal than a machine.

concept 3 
journey inside the human body 

A journey inside the human body is a concept repre-
sented by a scanner that can scan your
body and show you the anatomy of it and explain how 
it works. It is also represented by a small lab in which 
you can pick different cells and bits, observe them 
and learn about them. This concept is all about learn-
ing empirically about the human body and anatomy.

concept 4 
past - now - future 

this concept represented by interface showing past 
current and future health information
focuses on showing the past medical data, current 
state and providing a forecast. This concept is all 
about tying those 3 together and providing relevant 
information while still keeping a log of the past. 

concept 5 
my health morph 

My health morph is represented by 3 abstract forms 
that represent health status using form, color, and 
dimensions. This concept is all about replacing num-
bers and charts with a more abstract representation of 
one’s health status.

concept 6 
little me 

This concept was represented by a small represen-
tation of a person owning the representation. The 
object highlights the medical past on the owner’s 
image and showcases what has happened visually. It 
is also represented by a Tamagotchi that also rep-
resents the owner and should motivate to devoting 
more attention to one’s health. This concept is all 
about visualizing the medical information right on the 
person’s image.
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Workshop II 

The goal of the second workshop was to evaluate 
concepts that were created using ideas from the first 
workshops. It was also a way to gather feedback from 
users.

Writing “Amazon reviews” 

For the workshop, I set up 6 different stations each 
representing one of the concepts. The station consist-
ed of artifacts and sketches created in the first work-
shop and stack of printed amazon reviews templates. 
I gave a brief introduction to each concept and asked 
participants to imagine using the concept in their dai-
ly life and write a review of it. I encouraged them to 
express positive and negative opinions. Participants 
not only filled up the templates but also exchanged 
opinions and discussed them what also provided me 
with a lot of insights. 

Refinement II

Using the insights from the testing, design principles 
and empowerment guidelines I created I selected 
three concepts that showed the most potential for 
becoming the final design proposal writing itself into 
project goals. The next step was to take the concepts 
and develop them into prototypes.

example review page

concepts selected for prototyping

Workshop with users
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Prototyping & testing Ist round 

For the first testing I translated each concept into a 
set of features visualised in form of key screens. So for 
example concept “personalised learning” would use 
a shiluette of a human to visualise current health sta-
tus and this way make the information more personal 
it would also provide educational material in form of 
videos and articles personalised to reflect the needs 
of person using it. Concept “past-now-future” would 
focus on visualising information in form or a timeline 
and calendars to help bringing structure and remem-
bering the important. Concept “morph” focused on 
visualising the data in more abstract way to provide 
more free interpretation and give space for reflection. 
For this moment I tried to keep the concepts as differ-
ent as possible to be able to test separately and see 
where they perform the best. 

In the first user testing I asked fellow designers to go 
through a simple flow of low fidelity paper prototypes. 
In this user test I tested the logic of the flow to further 
refine it. This first test allowed me for first iteration 
before meeting non-designers. For the first testing 
I used set of paper mockups of the key-screens for 
each concept. It was important for me to keep the 
fidelity low to be able to focus on the concept part 
and not hint on the visual language yet. 

Refinement I 

In the first testing I spotted minor flow mistakes and 
also learned that it is important how I introduce the 
concepts. For this reason before the second testing i 
refined paper prototypes and also created small writ-
ten introduction for each concept in for of a “release 
article” this method allowed users to envision this 
concept coming to live and being available to use 
and also helped them quickly understand what are 

the main highlights of each of them. I also learned 
that the participants asked about how anxious each 
visualisation of medical data makes them feel, had bit 
of hard time expressing their opinion. I came up with 
a simple method in form of a “worry scale” and after 
testing each concept asked people to share how re-
viving information in this form made them feel. I also 
structured the testing and created clear goals behind 
each tested part. 

Prototyping & testing IInd round 

For the second testing I invited non designers. 
Among those also people that participated in my 
research. For those participants I personalised the 
content using informations they shared so that they 
could relate better to the tested concept. In this test 
goal was to test how people react to each concept 
and its functions and which of them they see fitting 
their needs.
I tested how people reacted to visualising medical 
data in different ways using the chosen concepts as 
different variations. I also tested different ways of 
breaking down information in smaller chunks and 
giving the user ability to decide if they wish to view it, 
instead of overwhelming them with all information at 
once to investigate if this approach can lower the feel-
ing of anxiety. The last element was testing in which 
way to help people get educated about their health 
while interacting with medical records and data. Clear 
breaking down the stages of testing and having clear 
testing goals in mind helped me evaluate and draw 
conclusions 

To be able to prototype I had to create a structure for the inter-
face to be able to translate the concepts and its essence into 

features. For this purpose I used insights from the research and 
feedback from ideation to create a hierarchy of what the system I 
will create has to fulfil in order to provide a new experience of in-
teracting with medical records that will empower people using it. 

Throughout the process it became really clear that the system 
has to be first a place where all the information will be kept in a 
accessible and easy to understand way. To make it understand-
able there was a need to also educate people along the way as 
they use the system and interact with it. By providing structured 
and well explained information experience of chaos, information 
loss and not understandable medical jargon would be improved. 
I also noticed how important it was for quite many people to be 
able to reflect on its own health on their own terms so another 
goal became to throughout the functionality and interactions 

enable a space that helps with this reflection. 

PROTOTYPING 
& TESTING 
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Variants in form of mockups 
prepared for testing

Final concept 

Conclusions 

First testing allowed for improvements and second 
testing brought clear conclusions.
People have a different approach. Some people 
prefer facts and finding the information quickly and 
not explore the system, while others like that the 
system provides a way to reflect on health and its 
status. The system should provide both - quick facts 
and space for reflection to allow different entries and 
not discriminate against any preference. Regarding 
educational material, I learned that people would love 
to know more about their health but don’t want to 
be annoyed and patronized with special educational 
materials. Instead through explaining medical terms 
and providing links to more information educating 
can happen naturally while interacting with the data. 
The ability to see as detailed information as one wish-
es was received positively with a note that it shouldn’t 
be too difficult to reach the detailed information. But 
overall people enjoyed feeling in control of how the 
data is presented and consumed by them. 

Testing I 

Testing II
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To be able to prototype I had to create a structure for the inter-
face to be able to translate the concepts and its essence into 

features. For this purpose, I used insights from the research and 
feedback from ideation to creating a hierarchy of what the system 
I will create has to fulfill to provide a new experience of interact-

ing with medical records that will empower people using it. 

Throughout the process, it became really clear that the system 
has to be first a place where all the information will be kept in an 
accessible and easy to understand way. To make it understand-
able there was a need to also educate people along the way as 
they use the system and interact with it. By providing structured 
and well-explained information experience of chaos, information 

loss and not understand medical jargon would be improved. 
I also noticed how important it was for quite many people to 
be able to reflect on its health on their terms so another goal 

became to throughout the functionality and interactions enable a 
space that helps with this reflection. 

FINAL DESIGN 
PROPOSAL 

What is the health sphere

It is a platform that provides an overview of current 
health status and communicates healthcare records 
in a way that empowers people by using progressive 
disclosure that gives the user the choice of how much 
they would like to learn. It also helps to organize and 
keep all medical records in one place and helps to 
understand their content with visuals and smart defini-
tions of medical language. 

Who provides health sphere

The health sphere is an application created for the 
public healthcare system. It is meant to manage all 
medical data coming from healthcare providers. 
Thanks to being financed by government application 
can focus on providing value without worry about 
profit.  

Who can use the health sphere? 

Everyone using services provided by healthcare. To 
log in, you will need your identification number linked 
to your insurance. The health sphere will help you 
view, understand and manage your medical records, 
gain more insights about your health and also stay on 
track with appointments and checkups.

Mobile-first

The health sphere is a mobile app. Currently, we con-
sume most of our data on the go using our phones, 
for this reason, the health sphere started with a mo-
bile app. It is also convenient to have access to your 
records at any time. For the future, there are plans 
to develop a desktop app to allow f.ex to read more 
detailed and longer content.  

health
sphere

health
sphere
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FEATURES 

Health sphere - overview of current health status 

The heart of the system is a sphere visualizing the current status of 
the user’s health. The sphere consists of icons that represent dif-
ferent conditions and bodyparts and showcase their status using 
size and color. Information visualized comes from health history ex. 
checkup on something that was an issue in the past and also in-
formation relating to their gender, age, lifestyle - ex. annual breast 
checkup for women over 50. Using those icons users can navigate to 
a more detailed description.

Timeline - overview of whole health history 

Our health history is full of detailed information that not always can 
be remembered. For this reason, the health sphere keeps all records 
on our health history and visualizes it with a timeline. Users can filter 
through different conditions and bodyparts and also see the de-
tailed description of events that happened. Timeline allows having a 
better understanding of events occurring over time thanks to a clear 
visual overview.  

Search  - easy way to find particular information

For situations when we need to find very particular information such 
as doctor’s addresses, a particular record or prescription health 
sphere provides convenient search where users can look for informa-
tion using multiple filters and also typing keywords. 

Smart notifications - way to stay on track 

To help people stay on track with their health the app sends out 
smart notifications reminding about upcoming checkups or ap-
pointments ahead of time. It also informs in the notification how to 
prepare for the visit and what is important to remember about.
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Progressive disclosure and educating through content

For many people interact with medical records and health, data 
means a lot of stress and anxiety what is caused by overwhelming 
and not understandable information. The health sphere uses pro-
gressive disclosure to give the user the ability to decide on what 
detail they want to receive the information. They can browse through 
headlines and read at their own pace. App also explains medical 
terms and visual material to help to explain the content. 

To visualize the use of the health sphere I created a 
use case that shows how the user will be introduced 
to the system, what features will be available and 
how they will support him/her in their interaction with 
healthcare and health data. It was important to create 
a believable story that is also medically correct and 
gives a real-life example. 

Educational aspect

While interacting with their medical records and health data users 
can learn more about their bodies and conditions they need to mon-
itor. Providing a clear explanation supported with images and video 
health sphere helps people learn more without patronizing them or 
confusing.

USE CASE

One day Anna received email introducing new 
healthcare app - Health sphere. Intrigued by new 

features Anna downloaded it right away.

First she signed in using her personal number 
so that app could collect all her data from the 

healthcare system.

Anna got introduced to the main feature - sphere that 
gives an overvie of current health status.

The app also had an archive that gathered all past 
medical data and allowed for quick search using 

filters and categories.

A feature called health timeline allows seeing an over-
view of your whole health history.

While exploring the app Anna noticed an active 
reminder about eye and vision checkup.

Meet Anna, she is 30 years old. She was wearing 
glasses since she was a child but switched to con-

tact lenses and got used to them. She would receive 
letters inviting her for eyes and sight checkup but she 

would lose them or forget about the appointment.
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After tapping it she could see more information 
with a detailed agenda of the appointment.

By tapping the icon Anna accessed all information 
regarding her eyes and vision. She found there infor-
mation from the last visit and could read about what 
actually retina is and how the treatment looks like. 

In the morning health sphere sent a notification 
reminding about the appointment and giving advices 

on things to remember before it.  
The treatment was fast and Anna was calm 

- she knew what will happen 
and trusted that this treatment will help her.

Later at home Anna checks health sphere app and no-
tices that the icon representing vision is highlighted 

what indicated upcoming treatment.  

She decided to read about the test that would be run 
and even see the images of how this would look like. 

On the day of treatment, Anna received a reminder 
withdirections on how to prepare for it and what to 

keep in mind. 

During the checkup, the doctor found a small change 
in Annas retina. She explained that it is a small 

change that can lead to a tear, therefore, it has to be 
treated with laser. 

After the procedure Anna found more information on 
how to recover from the treatment to help her stay 

informed.

Anna became anxious and had trouble understanding 
all the information although the doctor explained it in 
very detail. The doctor set an appointment for a laser 
treatment and told her that all information will be also 

available in her Health sphere. 

After 2 weeks the app sent a self-assessment 
notification. Once Anna confirmed that she is feeling 

ok health sphere updated status of her vision and 
the icon was no more highlighted and became a bit 

smaller.
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On Scope

The initial scope of the project was very broad was 
allowed to open up and look for an interesting op-
portunity but on the other hand, it slowed down the 
process and affected the final fidelity of the outcome. 
Although it was advised to choose a quite narrow 
scope from the beginning throughout the project I 
learned that only broad scope allows for a good ex-
ploration and finding an interesting spot within a big 
subject so this might be the compromise one has to 
make - exploration before fidelity. 

On process

Since the project was changing its scope while 
progressing it became important to be flexible with 
the process and amount of activities. Since I had to 
devote more time to navigate the project there was 
less time left for more activities and it was crucial to 
prioritize those that will allow the project to move 
forward. 

On research 

The research part of the project relayed a lot on 
other’s schedules and availability what made it some-
times difficult to find the perfect user to interview or 
approach experts. From a time perspective, I would 
aim for fewer interviews but make sure I am covering 
a diverse group of users I would also approach ex-
perts very early in the process since they tend to have 
the least time. 

On collaboration

Initially, my project aimed to collaborate with a health-
care provider in Sweden or Poland. Unfortunately, the 
collaboration did not fall into place but pitching my 
project and approaching different potential stake-
holders took a lot of time and energy. Looking back 
I am aware this project came into shape as it is now 
because the collaboration part failed and see it as an 
opportunity to be more independent and challeng-
ing. Good advice would be to always have a fall back 
plan and be ready to execute the project without a 
collaborator. Also thinking of how the presence of col-
laborators can influence the direction of the project is 
important. 

On project overall 

This project challenged not only my design but also 
management skills. As not always I managed to de-
liver 100 % of what was planned and had to evaluate 
what is possible while working alone on all the parts 
of the projects. Being used to group work, in this 
case, there was no team to help push the process for-
ward and every problem had to be solved alone. This 
project thought me more than any other about my 
strengths and weaknesses in the design process and 
allowed me to develop my skills in not only producing 
deliverables but also navigating from a very broad 
topic to a well-scoped project.

Contribution to design field 

I believe that in many cases design is still used as a 
selling point to improve efficiency, the flow of the in-
formation, functionality, security, etc. My project tries 
to showcase that design can be mostly used to create 
a better experience by changing not the information 
itself but the way it is presented. I also believe that 
is is a good example of trying to define a product 
starting from the end-user and this approach can be 
particularly useful for sectors that focus on people’s 
wellbeing like healthcare. 
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